Press release

German input list 2020 available

Just in time for BIOFACH: New edition of the Input list for organic agriculture in Germany is now available. Meanwhile about 500 distributors are using this possibility to present their trade products.

(Frankfurt/Main, February 12th, 2020) As usual the Input list compiled by FiBL Projekte GmbH in its 15th year contains trade products for the use in organic farming such as products for fertilisation, plant protection and plant strengthening, cleaning and disinfection, parasite control and feeding. Additionally you can find products for the cleaning and disinfection in organic wine and juice production. The list has again grown by around 250 to more than 2,200 products. It serves in practice, counselling and training as a proven aid instrument.

Lists of organic farming associations

The organic association Demeter International and the German organic associations Demeter, Gaea, ECOVIN and Naturland obtain lists especially for their use from FiBL Projekte GmbH, based on the Input list and selected according to their own criteria.

Updated daily via www.betriebsmittelliste.de

All currently listed products can be viewed daily via the online search, certificates of conformity to the EU-Regulations on organic farming as well as to the further guidelines can be downloaded and printed. All products registered for the Input list 2020 after its print, can also be found in the online search.

The Input list 2020 (German edition only) comprises 320 pages and can be ordered to the price of 16.00 Euros (19.00 CHF) plus shipping costs. Order Input list 2020
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About FiBL
Since 1973, the Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL) finds solutions for a regenerative agriculture and a sustainable nutrition. About 280 employees, at their FiBL branches, are committed to the research, consultation and education in the field of organic agriculture.